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In the present paper we prove the main limit theorems for discrete para- 
meter irreducible recurrent Markovian matrices by the method of Banach 
limits. We believe that the proofs are rather simpler and more natural than 
those existing in the literature. We tested this belief by teaching a course 
based on the present approach to a senior class at the Ohio State University, 
and no violent protests came to contradict it.l The nonprobabilistic treatment 
permits the consideration of matrices more general than the Markovian 
ones; however, the assumption of boundedness (1.10) made below is easily 
shown to be equivalent with the conditions of Vere-Jones [l] who was the 
first to extend the theory to the non-Markovian case. Thus the novelty of the 
present paper lies only in the method. 
We define recurrence in terms of the transition probabilities rather than 
the probabilities of the first return times. The limits are identified in terms 
of invariant vectors, but Chung’s identification of the limit in Doeblin’s 
ratio theorem in terms of taboo probabilities would be presumably forth- 
coming if Banach limits were properly applied to taboo probabilities, We 
leave it for another time, or another writer. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTIONS 
Let T = (tij), i, j = 0, l,... be a matrix with nonnegative entries and denote 
the entries of Tfi by tz . T is assumed irreducible: for each i, j there is an 
n = n(i, j) such that t$ > 0. It is easy to show then, as in the Markovian 
* Research of both authors is supported by National Science Foundation grant 
GP 7693. 
1 The paper was also the subject of an invited talk given at the regional meeting 
of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics in Columbus, Ohio, in March, 1967. 
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case, that either all of the series ~:,~zO tj”i converge or all diverge. In the case of 
divergence T is called recurrent. For each i we define d, to be the greatest 
common divisor of the numbers n for which tyf > 0. It is easy to show, as in 
the Markovian case, that di = dj for all i,j. The common value d of the di’s 
is called the period of T; if d L-Z I, I’ is said to be aperiodic. 
Given a vector X, its ith coordinate is denoted either by xi or by (x)~ . 
The vectors XT and TX are defined in the usual way: 
(TX), = f lijxj > 
j=O 
provided that the expressions to the right are meaningful. We say that the 
vector x is left-invariant under T (or simply left-invariant) if XT = x. A 
similar definition holds for right-invariance. We write x < y to mean xf < yi 
for all i and x < y to mean xi < yi for all i. The vector x+ is defined 
by: (x+)~ = max(0, xi). The vector x/y has coordinates xi/yi . For x > 0, 
if xT=x, then xT”=x for all 
similarly for right-invariance. 
Furthermore 
if x 2 0, xT=x, then x=0 
and similarly for right-invariance. 
Indeed, for Xi, > 0 and for any j, irreducibility implies 
such that tt,j > 0. Thus 
n, and 
(1.1) 
or x > 0, 
(1.2) 
the existence of an n 
Finally, when no limits appear on a summation sign, the index of summation 
runs from 0 to co. 
We summarize below the relevent facts about Banach limits. A simple 
treatment of this material can be found in [2], except for Theorem I .2 which 
is proved below. A Banach limit L is a linear functional on the space of 
bounded sequences (x,), with the following properties: 
0) L(x,) > 0 if Y, > 0 
(ii) L(1) = 1 
(iii) Wn+1) = w%)- (1.3) 
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Here, L(x,) isL at (x0 , xi ,... );L(l)isLat (1, I,... );L(x,+,)isLat (x1 ,x2 ,... ). 
We refer to (iii) of (1.3) as shift-invariance of L. In this paper all Banach 
limits are taken on sequences indexed by n or N. We apply the following two 
theorems on Banach limits. 
THEOREM 1.1 (G. Lorentz). L(x,) = s for all Banach limits L if and 
only if 
;+2 (n-l nil Xi+j) = s uniformly in i. 
i=O 
If (1.4) holds, we call s the Lorentz limit of (x,), and we write: 
L-lim x, = s. (1.5) 
THEOREM 1.2. Let (x,J be a sequence of numbers with L-lim x,, = s. Assume 
that there is a subsequence (x,,) and a number s’ with x,‘-~ -+ sr (n’ -+ W) for 
each d > 0 (xnrvd is assumed equal zero for n’ < d). Then s’ = s. 
PROOF. Let E > 0 be arbitrary and choose N so large that for all d > 0 
1 N-Yxd+l + xd+2 + “* + X~+N) - S 1 < E. (14 
Next select an integer N’ > N and such that 
1 x&-d - s’ / < c for d = l,..., N. 
Then 
/ N-l(x,,-, + x~,-~ + -.. + xN,+) - s’ I < E. (1.7) 
Lettingd=N’-N- 1 in (1.6) and comparing with (1.7) one obtains that 
Is- s’ 1 < 2~, which proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let L-lim x,, = s. If x,,+~ - x,, -+ 0, then x, -+ s. 
PROOF. Let s’ = lim sup x,, . If x,’ + s’, then xn+r - x, -+ 0 implies that 
x,, - x~‘...~ -+ 0 for each d and from Theorem 1.2 it follows that 
s = s’ = lim sup x, . 
Similarly one shows that s = lim inf x, , 
A Banach limit L is countably superadditive on positive sequences; i.e., 
if x& > 0, then 
L (; xnk) 3 ; L(xnk). (18 
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Indeed, 
for all K; therefore, 
for all K, and (1.8) follows. Lemma 1.1 gives conditions under which I, 
is countably additive. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 
Then 
PROOF. (1.9) with 3 instead of = follows from (1.8). For each E > 0 there 
exists a K such that 
f akbnk < f a,&, + E. 
k=O k=O 
Hence 
L (1 a&‘,,) < f alcL(bnk) + E d c %L(bnk) + 6. k k=O k 
(1.9) with < follows since e is arbitrary. 
Finally we make the following important boundedness assumption about 
the matrix T: 
sup t;j < co for all i, j. (1.10) ?I 
In view of the irreducibility of T it is sufficient to verify (1.10) for one single 
pair of numbers (i, , jo). 
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2. THE THEOREM OF DOEBLIN AND INVARIANT VECTORS 
We first prove a uniqueness theorem for invariant vectors. The proof 
does not depend on the assumption (1. lo), but it is easy to see that the exist- 
ence of a positive left (or right) invariant vector implies (1. IO). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let T be an irreducible recurrent matrix. Let x 3 0 and 
y  2 0 be two left-invariant vectors such that for some i,, , xi, - yi, . Then 
x = y. The analogous result holds for right-invariant vectors. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let u be a vector such that (uTN)j is bounded in N for 
j = 0, l,... . If u < UT, then u = UT. A similar implication holds for right- 
invariance. 
REMARK. Lemma 2.1 remains valid without the assumption that T is 
irreducible. 
PROOF. Note that by recurrence of T 
=O or 00 
i 
for v 3 0. Indeed, 
WI 
c (vT”)~ = 1 c v&z = c vi 1 tC and C tz = oz 
n n i i n n 
by recurrence of T. Now let v = UT - u. Then 
N-l 
c 
VT” = uTN - u < uTN, 
?a=0 
which is bounded at each coordinate j. (2.1) now implies that (C,“=. VT”), = 0 
for each j; hence 
v=vTO=O. 
To prove Theorem 2.1 we set z = x - y. Then z+ < X; hence 
z+T” < XT” = x 
and (&T”)j is bounded for each j (by xi). Also z+ < z+T, because if xi > 0, 
then zz = zi = (.zT), < (.z+Q , while if zi < 0, then $ = 0 which is 
certainly less than or equal to (.z+T)~ . 
Now Lemma 2.1 is applicable with u =- Z+ and implies that z~bT 2 z+ . 
We have (z+)~, ==: 0 by assumption; hence by formula (I .2), x -: 0 which 
implies that x CC y. By a symmetric argument y ::I x; hence x := y. 
Theorem 2.1 may be rephrased in the following way. If x > 0, x # 0, 
and y > 0 arc two left (right) invariant vectors, then there is a constant c 
such that y :- cx: set c = ya/x,, (x0 > 0 by (1.2)). We now prove a ratio 
theorem due in the Markovian case to Doeblin. (For other proofs see [3], 
p. 50 and [4], p. 243.) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let T be an irreducible recurrent matrix with ( Tn)ii bounded 
in n. Then there exist vectors u > 0 and v  > 0 with UT = u and Tv =. v, such 
that for any i, j, k, h, 
so ti” 
ViUj 
s-Gh 
(N + 03). (2.2) 
LEMMA 2.2. Let w be a non-negative vector. I f  wT < w, then wT = w. 
Similarly, if Tw < w, then Tw = w. (In words, a subinvariant vector is 
invariant.) 
PROOF. Set v = zo - WT. Then 
N-l 
Lo VT” = w - wT* < w. .(2.3) 
Now proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, applying (2.1). 
We now prove the theorem. Set 
By irreducibility there exist integers m and p such that t; > 0, t; > 0. Also 
t;lb+“+’ > tgt;tj”o; hence tz < ctE*n+s, where c = (t$$)-l, and therefore 
Sg < cS~~+~“* < cS$, + c(m + p) K. 
Dividing this by Sk shows that the ratio $/Sk is bounded in N. NOW let L 
be a Banach limit and set qij = L(S$/S$J, Q = (qij). Then Q = QT = TQ; 
i.e., 
qj = C qjlct,~j ~ C tj&bj .  (2.4) 
k k 
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Indeed, 
= L (““: - $+ t;+l) , 
00 
(2.5) 
the inequality resulting from superadditivity of L. However, the iast expres- 
sion in (2.5) is qij since t$/Si and ts+‘/S,“, both tend to zero as N tends to 
infinity. Hence the vector (qik)& is left-subinvariant and invariance follows 
from Lemma 2.2. The second equality in (2.4) is proved in the same way. 
Now let L’ be another Banach limit and set qi, = L’(S$/S$, Q’ = (qij). 
The vectors (qoj)~~o and (q,$‘fxo are left-invariant and qoo = qio = 1; hence 
by Theorem 2.1, qoj = q& for all j. Also, for each j the vectors (qu)Eo and 
(q;,)Fso are right-invariant. But qoi = qb implies that qii = qii for all i. Thus 
we have shown that for i, j fixed all Banach limits on the sequence SE/Sk 
agree and we have by Theorem 1.1 that this sequence converges Lorentz. 
To obtain convergence, we prove that differences of successive terms tend to 
zero and apply Corollary 1.1. We have 
SNf’ SN 
--c.-23 i S$S,“, + tFISfo - SSIISN - Sztr 1 z, 00 
sN+l SN = - -__-- 
00 00 so”os&+l 
where Kl = supn t$ . We set v = (vi) where vi = pi0 . Since v. = 1, (1.2) 
implies that v, > 0 for all i. For each j the vector (qii)zo is right invariant; 
hence there is a constant uj such that qii = uiqio = viuj . By (2.4) the vector 
u = (r+) is left invariant. We have that S$/Sg -+ viz+ and the theorem now 
follows from the equality 
s; = s; sg 
% %i %L * 
3; THE THEOREM OF KOLMOG~ROV 
The main limit theorem of Kolmogorov asserts the convergence of t: if T 
is stochastic and aperiodic. In the presence of a right-invariant vector v the 
assumption that T is stochastic is not essential. Without aperiodicity, how- 
ever, only- Lorentz convergence of tz is assured. This is the content.of the 
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following theorem. (For reference to other proofs of the Kolmogorov theorem 
see [3], p. 34.) 
THEOREM 3. I. Let T be an irreducible recurrent matrix with ( Tn),j bounded 
in n. Then there exist vectors v  > 0 and r 2, 0 such that 
and for all i, j 
L-lim 2: = 23.2 . 
vj 
(3.1) 
Either 71 = 0 or Cj 7~~ = 1. If  there is a vector u 3 0 with Ci ui = 1, and 
++, 
then u = V. If T is aperiodic, then 
(3.2) 
V’i7Tj 
lim trj = __ . (3.3) n vj 
PROOF. The existence of v is guaranteed by Theorem 2.2. The trans- 
formation 
(3.4) 
yields a Markovian matrix P = (pi)) with limiting behavior which determines 
that of T because for each n, pyj = t$&+ . To simplify, we now concern 
ourselves with P rather than with T. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L be a Banach limit and set qtr = L(pt), Q = (q& Then 
Q = QP = PQ; i.e., 
qij = c qikfkj z c Pikqkj * (3.5) 
k k 
Also Cj qir < 1. 
PROOF. 
= L(pg+l) = qij ) 
where the inequality results from the superadditivity, and the last equality 
from shift-invariance of L. This proves that the vector (q&s is subinvariant, 
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hence by Lemma 2.2 it is invariant; i.e., Q = QP. Q = PQ follows by a 
similar argument. Finally 
LetI,' be another Banach limit, let & = L’(pz), Q’ = (&). By Lemma 3.1 and 
(l.l), for each n 
qsj = c 9ikPk ’ 
k 
Taking L’ of both sides and using Lemma 1.1 with Us = qik and b,, = p$ 
yields Q = QQ’. Similarly 
dj = C PTk& t 
k 
and taking L of both sides yields 
Hence Q’ > QQ’ and since QQ’ = Q, Q’ > Q. By symmetry Q’ < Q; thus 
Q = Q’. This means that all Banach limits on each of the sequences (pyj) 
agree. 
Now by (3.5) for eachj the vector (qii)~=,, is right-invariant under P. Since 
(1, l,...) is also right-invariant under P, by Theorem 2.1, qij = qki for all 
i, j, k. Letting qij = 7rj we obtain from (3.4) that (3.1) holds. We have from 
Q = QQ’ that in particular Q = QQ = Q2. Thus for any j, 
nj = qoj = c qOkqki = “j c Tk 3 
k k 
which proves that either rr = 0 or ck z-k = 1. 
Now suppose that u is a vector with u 3 0, & uj = 1 and satisfying (3.2) 
which by (3.4) is equivalent with UP = u. Then 
Taking L of both sides and using Lemma 1.1, we have that 
uj = c ukqkj = rj c uk = nj a 
k k 
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Finally we prove (3.3) in the aperiodic case. Let i be fixed and set 
rk ---: lim sup pi, , n-r-r 
r -- (r,). For a given i and an E > 0, there is an integer K such that 
Cz=-Kpik < E. Then 
Since e is arbitrary, Pr > Y. Clearly (pnr)j < 1; hence by Lemma 2.1, 
Pr = r. Since (1, l,...) is right-invariant under P, it follows from Theorem 2.1 
that the entries in r are identical. Now let i, j, e be fixed and suppose that 
p$ > 0. There exists a subsequence n’ of integers such that 
p$ + s = lim sup pyj . 
Also p$-” -+ s. Indeed, otherwise there is a subsequence n’ of n’ and an s” 
such that p;,“-” < S” < s for all n”. Set E = (s - s”)p$/3. Then there is a 
fixed K > i such that for all n” sufficiently large 
k-0 
k#i 
< pieiS” -!- (1 - pl’,) (s + 6) -c c 
< s + 2E - p;<(s - s”) = s - E, 
which is a contradiction. Hence p$-” ---f s. Now the aperiodicity implies the 
existence of an r such that if e = I + d, p:+ > 0 for d = 0, l,... (this is essen- 
tially a number-theoretic fact, proved e.g. in [3], p. 14). By Theorem 1.2 
applied to the subsequence n’ - r, and (3.1), i.e., Lorentz convergence, we 
have that s = rrj . A similar argument shows that 
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